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Dancing Feat is the story of one Englishman's attempt to deal with his appalling dance ability –
by dancing his way round Colombia.Join inveterate dance coward Neil Bennion as he romps
through this land of swashbuckling peaks and luscious coastlines, learning new dances as he
goes. When he’s not doing everything in his power to avoid them, that is.- Get an insight into
Colombian dance: from the urban forms found in nightclubs, to folkloric dances steeped in
historical significance.- Learn the truth about this famously troubled country.- Meet a people who
are amongst the kindest and warmest anywhere on the planet, unless you’re trying to get away
with not dancing.Some six months after he began, he’s honour-bound to put on a show of the
dances he’s learnt.But can such a bad dancer really make the necessary transformation? Is it
even possible to remember so many dances? And is there a window backstage big enough for
an adult male to fit through?
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2014This book is a work of non-fiction.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means, including information storage
and retrieval systems, without written permission from the author, except in the case of a
reviewer, who may quote brief passages embodied in critical articles or in a review.Enquiries:
contact@neilbennion.comForewordThis is a work of non-fiction. I have, however, made various
alterations to the identities of people involved, changing names, descriptions and sometimes
even blood types. This has been done partly to protect their privacy but mostly just because I'm
awkward.I mention money quite a bit. At the time of writing, the exchange rate was roughly 1
pound sterling = 3,000 Colombian pesos = 1.50 US dollars = 17 Lutherian wangdangs.I'd like to
say a big thanks to my family and friends for all their support and encouragement, and to
everyone who put up with me saying "Yeah, it's nearly finished!" for so long that it couldn't
possibly have been true the whole time.Thanks also to the many Colombians who played a part
in my journey, especially all those who were the unfortunate victims of my attempts at dancing
along the way.Thanks to Helena Drysdale, Frank Safford and David Knight, each of whom
helped me overcome obstacles to publication. And also to Evan for help with the publishing side,
Karol Gajda for the marketing side and Alejandro Silva, and various members of my own family,
for test reading and sanity checking. Along with Mama and Papa Bennion for helping at pretty
much every stage along the way.Finally, a really big thanks to me, without whom none of this
would have been possible.For Mum and DadCHAPTER ONEDanceless"You dance like a twat."I
don't know what I was expecting to hear, but it definitely wasn't that. It was the morning after a
night out in London's East End. We'd gone to a cool bar, had a few drinks and chucked a few
shapes about. Except, according to my girlfriend of the time, mine looked like they'd been thrown
by an amateur potter.But that was all a long time ago now. And, besides, I solved the problem
quite easily. Spurred on by my ex's comment, I went to dance classes and... no, wait: I just never
danced with her again. Not for the entire remaining two years of the relationship.Criticism is one



of the great manipulators, and my dancing has been the subject of a lot of it over the years. The
result has been that I've spent much of my adult life oscillating between someone who dances
badly and someone who doesn't dance at all.The thing is I came born with that natural English
style, known as 'self-conscious, stiff-limbed awkwardness'. In this informal, well-adopted genre,
changes to movement come with the same natural flow and spontaneity as the local-council
planning permission process.Legs aren't so bad: you can just do something repetitive with them,
and they're mostly out of the line of sight. It's the arms that are the problem. The younger of my
two sisters had a novel solution to this problem, appropriating some of the more emphatic and
cooler-looking gestures she'd learnt in her sign language classes."There's a bomb! There's a
bomb!" she would sign. "Get out! Get out!"It's certainly a quick way of identifying all the deaf
people in a club.My own approach to dancing is to just tidy the arms away, where they can't do
so much damage. This appears to be a common approach by rubbish dancers – store them
permanently by the side, bent at the elbow. It's the same strategy adopted by the Tyrannosaurus
Rex, a species which, incidentally, were also appalling dancers, and frequently mocked by the
more able triceratops.When it comes to dance, people will often say that you shouldn't care what
people think; you should just get out there and enjoy yourself. This is great advice, especially if
you have no desire to ever procreate. It's also the basis of one of the other styles of dance I
subject the world to from time to time: over-expression. Lubricated by alcohol and enthusiasm,
it's easy to get confused into thinking that because something feels good, it follows that it also
looks good.I've come to the conclusion that I must be like one of those talent show rejects that
sings in unbridled joy, misreading the audience's reaction as an endorsement, with no-one
having the heart to tell them that they're an object of derision. Unless they, too, have a brutally
honest partner."You sing like a twat."All four windows are wound-down partway, blasting me with
lukewarm air. It dilutes the smells of the vehicle's interior: that of gasoline, aged-dustiness and
the worn-out faux-leather seats that I'm sliding about on. I'm in Latin America alright – I could tell
that with my eyes closed. Especially since I've just taken a flight there.In the distance, a green
chain of mountains rears up, corpulent and wrinkled; giant white loofahs in the sky for company.
Somewhere between us and the mountains lies the city; behind us the airport is already just a
memory.We whistle along the concrete-sectioned highway, the radio filling the air with local
rhythms. Some songs burst with rapid-fire beat clusters, whilst others are more lilting and gentle.
Some sound bouncy and poppy, whilst others are slow and romantic. I can even tell some of
them are cheesy, despite most of the lyrics being beyond the grasp of my so-so Spanish. What I
can't tell about any of the tracks is what type of music they are. They all just sound 'Latin'.I adore
music, which makes it all the more frustrating not being able to dance. You hear some music you
love, and you feel that deep urge within to just... do... something. But for me this is where it all
falls apart. I lack even the most basic vocabulary required for the interaction – I'm like a Labrador
trying to discuss semiotics. So the great music plays on, and I just standing there barking. No,
really.A major part of this problem is the style of dancing I've grown up with. My parents, and
their parents before them, used to go out and dance 'with' each other, which translated to some



kind of physical contact. But I've grown up with the idea that dancing 'with' somebody else really
means dancing 'at' them.I feel like my generation has been kind of cheated: the only chance you
have of a developing a real connection is by copying each other's actions, which can only be
done ironically, or perhaps throwing in the odd wrestling hold. Okay, you can also make eye
contact, though strangely enough women don't tend to give me much of that when I'm
dancing.So it would be great to learn how to dance properly.That said, if I never managed it, it
wouldn't be the end of the world, would it? In fact, it's entirely possible that I could just carry
through my life as many other Englishmen have done, without ever learning to distinguish myself
in that respect.But there's another issue – I don't drink. It's been four years since I stopped – a
consequence of a health problem I developed.At first it was hellish. It was only when it was taken
away that I realised how deeply ingrained alcohol had been into my life. Parties, dates and
dinners; Birthdays, weddings and barbecues; Bonding with my dad; Watching sport; Lying in the
gutter mumbling incoherently – every social activity, big or small, had alcohol at its core. And
every single one was now awkward.Even the pub, so long an amber-toned refuge from the
harshness of life, was transformed into a land of sodden beermats and shouty people. Whilst
nightclubs suddenly seemed pointless.But you can get used to pretty much anything given
enough time. I became comfortable – happy even – going out at night, weaving non-
judgementally around the pavement vomit of Manchester, giving the staggerers and fight-
starters a respectful distance.More than just getting used to it, I began to flourish. Not drinking
forced me to seek out all sorts of alternatives to fill the vacated space. I learnt how to meditate
and I learnt how to massage (well, how to pay for a massage). I took a greater interest in cultural
events, cinema and scientific scepticism. I found myself seeking new and interesting things to do
of an evening instead of always reaching for a glass. In short, it enriched me.But despite all I've
gained, there is still something missing from my evenings. Out-and-out, mind-blowing hedonism
is probably always going to be out of reach, but I need something else. I need a way of letting go.
I need fun, excitement and anticipation. I need a focus for the evening other than just the
repeated pouring of liquids in the general direction of the oesophagus.None of the alternatives
I've tried have matched up. Joining language clubs, going bowling, stealing cars – they're all
good social activities, but none of them quite hits the mark. And there are only so many games
of naked Twister you can propose before people stop answering your calls.And that's where we
come back to dance. For here is an activity which allows people to reach great heights of self-
expression and make them feel alive. An activity which, at its extreme, is nothing less than an
exploration of ecstasy and a baring of the soul, yet which can be done casually with friends, too.
(You're right, that's begging for a joke.)It's something that's actually good for you if you know
what you're doing, and something which previous girlfriends have complained I couldn't do
properly. Something that doing in a state of sobriety seems like madness (indeed there are those
who claim they've never done it sober).(Okay, I'll stop now.)I need dance in my life.There's
another potential upside to this. Due to a mixture of incompetence, too much time at the writing
desk and the side-effects of not drinking, I've somehow found myself in my mid-thirties and



without a woman in my life to call my long-term partner. It's disappointing – I thought I'd have
been trapped in a loveless marriage for years by now.Dance seems like a great way for men to
meet women. Not least because if we've agreed to clasp onto each other for three to five
minutes then at least I've got some kind of a sales window. Actually forget meeting women – I'm
just going to use it to sell conservatories to strangers.Back in the here and now, the cityscape at
the base of the mountains begins to loom, and soon we're on its fringes, joined at a distance by
commercial new-builds and modern apartment blocks. The scent of cut grass blows in from well-
maintained reservations – the smell of investment – and soon we've reached the outer limits of a
spanking-new guided bus system.Spanish is everywhere, streaming out of the radio, directing
traffic and selling products. Not that it's always necessary: as the road changes from highway to
street, shops appear with images of their wares hand-painted directly on the wall. Hardware
stores have images of hammers and bed shops have images of beds. I wonder what they paint
on the outside of brothels.I saw a lot of this kind of thing (hand-painted signs more than brothels)
on my previous journey to Latin America, so I know this is quite normal here.I must admit,
though, I'm still seduced by the idea we are sold in the UK of what Latin America, or at least
Latin spirit, looks like. I'm thinking specifically of those white rum adverts with their compelling
narratives of open-air partying and sultry Latin chicas. But then I've seen some of the reality of
nights out in this part of the world, too, and it's still pretty impressive.I've stood periscope-like on
a dance floor full of Bolivians wondering how they all just seemed to know what to do – public
information films, perhaps? I've been to bars in South America and seen even the stiffest-looking
office worker soften their shoulders at the merest hint of Latin music and begin casually gyrating
where they stood. And I've seen dancing on the Caribbean coast of Central America that looked
closer to sex than, well, sex.But some countries have stronger dance cultures than others.
Indeed, there's one in particular that I've heard a lot about over the years – a country that would
probably be famous for its dance and music were it not famous for other things first. It's a country
whose reputation precedes it. It's also a country I've never been to. Until today, that is.The taxi
driver has his seat pushed right forward to compensate for his own lack of height, creating
masses of space in front of me and making him look really eager. I'm willing to bet he could not
only name every type of music coming out of his radio, but could also dance to each one of them
without a second thought, too.The traffic thickens and the buildings begin to close in and rise up.
Some look only a few decades old, but are already beyond tired, whilst others, I'm guessing from
the 1920s and 30s, have a semi-modern elegance, redolent of rolodexes and yellowing memos.
They're not ancient, but they've certainly been around a while.Not unlike myself, really. I'm still
relatively young, but time is marching on. The years are speeding up. Blink and I'll be 40 (I don't
know what'll happen if I wink). At some point you start to realise that all those things that you
thought you would get round to at some point ... well you really might want to start getting round
to them. And dance is one of those things.I've put this off far too long already. I don't want to
dance self-consciously anymore, nor over-expressively. I don't want to dance any variation on a
theme of 'twat'. I want to dance well. I want people to look at me and say "He might be a twat in



many and varied ways, but you wouldn't know it to watch him dance."I want to be able to dance
with a partner instead of at her; to share that thing; to connect in that way. I want to be able to say
"Shall we dance" without an unsaid "individually, but relatively near" appended to the end.I want
women to be attracted to the way I dance; to find it appealing; to smile at me out of a sense of
connection rather than pity. I don't want to be a solitary old man, sat all alone growing more and
more right wing. I want to grow more and more right wing with someone I love.I want a way of
socialising with people beyond just a shared inability to form coherent sentences. I want
something to look forward to at weekends; a reason to get out from behind my writing desk; a
way of letting go and actually having some fun.I want to have the guts to get on the dance floor
at all, instead of having a dance confidence that's so brittle that I'd rather pretend to be deaf and
charge out of the club under instruction from my younger sister than actually lay some moves
down.I want to be able to dance, dammit. That's where I'm at. Is that really too much to ask?The
rough green fabric of the mountains is closing in now, the city gently rising on its hem. We're
nearly there. The driver takes a turn crosstown and the buildings take a turn for the historic.
Squat, colonial-style edifices with rendered walls and red roof tiles suddenly dominate. They
look like a mashed-up packet of crayons: bright green with pink mouldings; orange with blue
mouldings; yellow with red mouldings. Back home, if you painted your house a bright colour
you'd be considered an idiot. Here, you could be as expressive as you like and you'd be lucky if
anyone noticed.As for my own expressive shortcomings, if I'm going to address them then I want
to do it properly. You can take dance classes everywhere these days. But I have a need for
adventure to fulfil, too. Travel is in my blood (and, as a result, parasites are often in my
intestines). I need to move, explore, discover; to go to places that excite me; to yield to that part
of the soul that can only be sated by having one's photo taken in front of foreign landmarks.The
thought of taking the odd class once a week with – I don't know – 'Salsa Dave' doesn't inspire or
motivate me. Forget the substitute: I want to go straight to the source.I want a piece of the life
that rum adverts push – a real slice of hot Latin action. I want to go where rhythm is in the blood,
where the street is a dance floor, and where you can get into trouble for the ownership of
powdered milk (like British politician Michael Fabricant).I want to go to a place I've never been
before, in search of something I've never had.I want to dance like a Colombian.CHAPTER
TWOLet Me Be FrankFor as long as I've known it it's been the place you don't go to. Don't even
look at Colombia, people say. Don't even write the word down. If you so much as point to it on a
map, men in balaclavas will burst into your room and, at the very least, find a very pointed
manner of showing you the difference between gorillas and guerrillas (a particularly annoying
ambiguity given they both hang out in jungles). But then it's precisely this kind of danger that
means that, for me at least, Colombia has long been a tantalising country with a deep sense of
intrigue.It's the place where South America begins; where Central America's dwindling bough
suddenly engorges into a full-on trunk; where the great mountainous spine of the Americas
explodes into the swashbuckling horde of peaks, plateaus and volcanoes known as the
Andes.It's also the place that took on the name of that great explorer Christopher Columbus, the



man who would have discovered the Americas had some other people (the Vikings) not
discovered them first, and had there not also been a whole bunch of people living there
already.It's the place I've wanted to come to ever since I deliberately skipped it the first time
round (I bravely flew over it in a plane some years ago), the place that might have been called
'Cristophia' if countries preferred being named after forenames rather than surnames and the
place everyone misspells, regardless.Most importantly, it's the place I've come to learn how to
dance.Earlier this very same morning, I was in England. Actually it may have been a different
morning – I can never tell with time zones. But now I'm most definitely someplace else. I'm in
Bogotá, Colombia's capital and its biggest city – home to about eight million people.I walk about
the historic centre admiring its frock-like prettiness, my jacket making a synthetic swishing sound
as my arms pass it by. It's a little chilly here – not what most would expect of a South American
city – and I've got the faint catch of altitude in my breath. On the famous Plaza de Bolívar the
fussy cathedral rises up against a backdrop of green mountains – the ones I saw on the way in.
Pigeons mill about the square, and birdseed sellers do likewise.It's easy to like this part of town,
but even the ugly areas adjacent have me enraptured. I skip along the sidewalks, through the
street hustle of mixed architecture, just soaking it all up, past a handful of shoe-shiners sat on
little stools, and a clutch of juice vendors with their trolleys of stacked oranges.A man pushes a
steaming hand-cart past and the scent of hot maize wafts out in a visible trail, mixing with the
smell of under-combusted gasoline and the fragrance from passing locals. It all smells like
perfume to me.Everyday Bogotá folk walk by, their clothes neither dreary nor exuberant, being
largely all jeans, t-shirts and hooded-tops in sensible colours. Coats are the order of the day,
here, with the temperature plummeting from perfectly reasonable to decidedly chilly the moment
the sun disappears behind clouds. As for the people inside the clothes, they're mostly mestizo –
a racial mixture of Spanish and indigenous.Old men hang about in clusters on the main drag
seemingly not doing much at all. They look sharply dressed from a distance, but get up close
and their trousers and shirts are made from cheap fabric, whilst their shoes are uninspiring
lumps of black.So this is what Colombia looks like – it's good to finally have some images to put
to the name.After all what do you think about when you think about Colombia? It would be nice
to think the answer is Gabriel García Márquez, or Shakira, or even Carlos Valderrama. But more
likely it conjures up images of bushy moustaches, drug mules and summary executions.
Ransom demands, coca plantations and khaki-clad insurgents. Opulent palaces, machine guns,
and high-grade Arabica. In short, variations on a theme of cocaine, coffee and kidnapping.Whilst
Colombia's bad reputation is not unfounded, the country is changing as rapidly and dramatically
as a weather pattern on high mountains. Crime figures are well down on ten years ago, and the
country appears to have stabilised in general. Colombia is finally opening up for tourism once
again.Not that any of this left my parents feeling any better about it when I was making my
plans."Have you thought about going to Argentina and learning the tango?"No, Dad, I haven't.It
doesn't matter how old I get, I'm still their son.My mum was similarly troubled by my decision.
She also appeared to have hacked into the UK Government's travel advice website, since when



I went there, hoping to assess the reality of the situation, I was greeted by a litany of
emboldened text calmly warning me "NOTHING AND NOWHERE IS SAFE! YOU'RE GOING TO
DIE! YOU'RE GOING TO DIE!"I spent much of the build-up giving them (my parents and the UK
Government) words of comfort, trying to help them to rationalise the situation by sharing things
I'd heard through less official sources. But it's hard not to be affected by other people's worries.
What if they were right? What if this really was a bad idea?A lot of the time, travel is just treating
the world as your own personal cultural playground (wheeeee!), but when you start talking about
potential kidnap, it's a lot more serious (booooo!). Before leaving, I found myself daydreaming
about what I would do if I got kidnapped. I decided I'd lie about the existence of my family to
avoid dragging others into my mess. And perhaps, as I got bundled into a car, I'd follow the
example of Alan Johnson of the BBC and throw a business card on the floor, or whatever else I
had to hand – a credit card or something."It was nice of that man to think of us while he was
being kidnapped, wasn't it Fernanda? That new dress looks lovely on you. Switch the home
cinema on, would you?"But now I'm here this all seems over thetop. I sit in a café off the main
drag eating a tamal – a steaming mush of maize and pork amidst layers of banana leaf which
unfurl like a big, green carnation – washed down with a weak black coffee. Outside, people walk
past. They're not kidnapping people, not killing each other and not exporting drugs. Or if they're
doing any of those things, they're doing them surreptitiously.In the absence of any obvious and
immediate threat, the part of my brain that's a scaredy-cat has mostly shut up. In fact, after less
than a day here, I feel like Colombia is saying to me "What took you so long?"Bogotá railway
station is a grand old stone building capped with a massive bird of prey. The man in charge of
proceedings inside is similarly imposing – girthy, with a gruff voice – and he's telling the crowd of
Colombians congregated around him how trains work. Most of the things he says are obvious:
get on the carriage specified by your ticket; sit in the seats allotted to you; don't put your head on
the track in front of any of the wheels, at least whilst they're moving.But then trains must be
something of a novelty here. In Colombia, as in so much of Latin America, they've been almost
completely usurped by the coach, and this steam train is the country's last remaining regular
passenger service. It's a great shame considering that the country is still criss-crossed with steel
tracks and has such a rich heritage of banditry.With my demise somewhat less imminent than
first anticipated, I've turned my attention to why I'm out here in the first place. The plan 'go to
Colombia and learn to dance' is more than a little vague, and I have no idea where to start. So,
whilst I get a handle on things, I've decided to go on this excursion.In a yard adjacent to the
platform, grass encroaches upon the peaceful corpses of old locomotives; remnants of a more
gentrified time. Their paint is all but gone, their parts are terminally seized up and their open
boiler hatches make them look like duffed-in top hats.Our own steed (all train metaphors involve
horses, for some reason) is very much alive: a living, breathing steam engine in regal green with
yellow detailing, and sporting a big old brass bell on top (between its ears). The healthy aroma of
hot grease and engine oil hangs in the air as we board the rake of red carriages that trail back
from it.I was quite into trains when I was in my early teens, entranced as I was by the romance of



travel (and apparently also of writing numbers in notebooks), and put an unhealthy amount of
time and effort into watching them. Time that might have been better served learning something
more socially relevant like – picking something entirely at random here – learning to dance.I've
always been rubbish at dancing. My first memory of doing it was to the first record I ever owned –
Adam and the Ants' Stand and Deliver. This took the form of high speed random movements of
the feet, which I performed whilst staring down, amazed at my own skill and precision. I don't
think I did anything with my arms bar preventing myself colliding with furniture, adults and other
obstacles.Come my primary school years, the cool kids were into rudimentary break-dancing
and bad robotics. I remember one of them claiming that when you got to high school, the kids
said things like "Dance some 'breakie' or we'll flush your bag down the toilet." But I never
experienced this when I got there, and more's the pity because fear is an excellent motivator.In
fact the only real dance opportunities in my high school years came at the occasional school
disco, where dancing was this thing that you had to do in the vicinity of people you found
attractive. Which was unfortunate, since the majority of us boys were about as accomplished at
dancing as we were at growing moustaches. The girls, meanwhile, looked like they'd been
practising in their bedrooms for years, and probably had.With my late teens came long hair,
parent-confusing clothes and alternative music. For a brief, halcyon period, I knew all the styles:
indie shoe-gazing, hard-rock hair-throwing, gothic faux-mystical hand-waving and so
on.However, when I finally got a serious haircut and packed away my penchant for frivolous
teenage sub-cultures, I was in trouble. My circle of friends widened to encompass something
other than people in a permanent state of readiness for a Halloween party, and none of the
styles I'd learnt had any value. I was cast adrift, like someone who had prepared for a canoeing
expedition by learning to play the flute. At least a guitar would have made a serviceable
paddle.I've reached my current state via my own particular route, but I don't think I'm alone in the
resulting dance inability. You can see the evidence all over the UK, especially in the habit of what
I call bar dancing. This is where you lean on a bar, and move some minor part of your body in
time with the music."I can actually dance," you're saying. "I just choose not to at this point."In
Bogotá's railway station, the horse gives a long shrieking whistle of steam and the train jolts into
action. Soon we're rattling along in carriages that are rickety but charming, like a well-mannered
old man with no incontinence issues.Despite our early morning departure time, plenty of folk
have made it out to see us pass through the city. People stand on balconies, sit on grassy
mounds in couples and generally point and wave, presumably hoping the thing might wave a
mechanical arm back. Like I said, they don't have many trains in Colombia.I don't really know
what to make of the locals at the moment, though historical evidence suggests that at least
some of them must have 'a bit of a temper'. Colombia is a country that has been ravaged by
years of retribution and counter-retribution, like an argument where everyone demands the last
word, despite having long since forgotten who had the first.One of my favourite alternative bands
in my teen years, Big Black, had a song called 'Colombian Necktie'. I never gave the name a
second thought at the time, but years later I found out that this wasn't a smart piece of male



apparel, but a novel method of killing someone. Popularised in the 1950s, it involved slitting the
victim's throat and pulling their tongue out through the hole. Imagine trying to find a shirt to
match that.This was during La Violencia (The Violence) – a barbaric period of Colombian history
triggered off by a political assassination. Or maybe it was caused by somebody flicking a bit of
paper at someone else – you know how these things can escalate. Fortunately, it all petered out
into one of those harmless bloody civil conflicts.Despite, or perhaps because of, this history of
bloodshed, my few interactions with Colombians so far (admittedly mainly just to buy stuff) have
been marked with an overwhelming torrent of civility. "¡Con gusto!" (With pleasure!), people say,
"¡A la orden!" (At your service!), or even "¡Siempre a la orden!" (Always at your service!), which
seems unlikely, though I appreciate the sentiment.I've got it – they plan to charm me to death.
These people are animals.The family I'm sharing opposing bench seats with certainly doesn't
appear to want to slit my throat and pull my tongue out through it. In fact they're keen to share
their grapes with me from their family lunchbox, which makes our socially peculiar interleaving of
limbs seem less of an issue. Perhaps they're being nice to me now to make the cruelty seem
even greater when it does occur.There are three of them in the group: A middle-aged lady, an
older woman – who I take to be her mother – and a young lad who is the nephew of the first. The
train is packed with similar Colombian families on a day out, and chatter fills the old carriages.As
we trundle out through Bogotá's suburbs, the middle-aged lady starts pointing things out."Esto
es un centro comercial," she says, "y esto es una piscina nueva." This is a mall, and this is a new
swimming pool.In this manner, she introduces me to all sorts of things: a police training academy
(just looks like horses in a field), new housing developments, and a whole bunch of places which
only have relevance to her and her family. It's about as interesting as the list of ingredients on the
side of a bag of sugar, but I appreciate the sentiment.The level of development is quite
surprising, but the lady explains that this is because we're going through the moneyed north of
the city, and the poor barrios are mainly in the South. The rough spots that she does point out
are communities of rough shacks that scurry up the mountainside some distance away.By now,
we're hammering through flat open countryside, with fields of corn, grasslands and the
occasional red-roofed house. The green, hilly, Andean ridge keeping us company the whole time
on our right side, with another distant on our left – we're on a high-altitude plain nestling with the
mountains.At one point, a thick, choking blast of engine smoke finds its way in through the open
windows."It's a type of dry cleaning," says the lady opposite. "¡Agua con vapor!" Water with
steam!A small brass band complete with portable amp wanders in drawing a big cheer from the
passengers. The band members, all men, stand in the cramped aisle and start playing, trying to
orientate themselves in such a way as not to give anyone trumpet-ear. Plenty of people on the
train, my new friends included, clap along to the brassy music, which to me sounds vaguely
Mexican.Once these guys are done they move on, replaced by another group playing another
type of music that everyone is familiar with except for me. This new band consists of a guy with a
drum, another with a rasp, and a third with an accordion and melancholic eyes, though I suspect
the final element isn't essential to the genre.The love for the music is clear – I can hear the



progress of each band down the train by the distant cheers.As well as the various bands, there's
an ebb and flow of people selling home-made food and drink. In fact it's a lot like a Women's
Institute fundraiser, except with men present. And on a train. And with no fairy cakes.I buy a
coffee in a plastic cup, but this just turns out to be a highly efficient way of scalding my hand –
not the original intention but I make a mental note just in case it ever is in the future.All this time
the music continues, and when a band takes too long a break between songs, the passengers
make their displeasure instantly clear."¡Mú – si – ca!" shouts the grandmother, delivering the
word itself in a rhythmic manner. Music!But where my fellow passengers recognise individual
songs to the point where they often join in with the singing, I can't even identify the basic genres.
Indeed, the only band that prompts any kind of recognition in me is one with a guy playing the
zampoña (panpipes). I'm taken back to my previous visit to Latin America, and hearing a
panpipe version of Hotel California. It was the first time I'd ever experienced such a rendition
outside of a lift.Even when we're in a gap between bands, the rhythm doesn't stop: The train
delivers a constant clattering beat as it hustles its way through satellite towns with its own
running accompaniment: the sliding door that repeatedly squeaks and bangs closed and open;
the bells that ring out from each of the many level crossings; the steam whistle that shrieks out
like a punctuating cymbal crash.Meanwhile the whole carriage rocks from side to side in time
with the ensemble, forcing anyone walking down the aisle into an unseemly dance of lurching
missteps.If nothing else, just based on their love of music, it would seem I've come to the right
country.Back in Bogotá, a guy called Frank from the USA is trying to persuade me to come to a
club with him and a group of other foreigners – I've based myself in a hostel to start with, whilst I
get my bearings.Their original plan was to go to a kind of party-on-a-hill at a place called La
Calera. This would have been perfect – I could have met local people and told them in my rusty
Spanish how I was there to dance, safe in the knowledge that I wouldn't actually have to do any.
Unfortunately, the venue has changed from a place that doesn't feature dancing to one that
probably does: a salsa club.Frank's invitation is a pivotal moment, or at least it would be if
pivoting wasn't some kind of dance skill. I can picture myself now, strolling confidently onto the
dance floor, local girls fighting each other just for the right to teach me how to dance. I pick up
moves at a rate of knots whilst casually slicking my hair back with my free hand. Even though I
wear my hair messy with wax in it and that would just make it look strange, not to mention cover
my hand in goo.Still, here it is: here's my big chance to get out there on the dance floor and show
everyone what I'm made of."Nah, I'll leave it I think."That's right – custard.I explain that I can't
dance and, somewhat oddly considering I've come here purely for that reason, that I don't want
to either. Fear has got the better of me. I want to stay as far away from the dance floor as
possible."Come on," says Frank, "I reckon it will be sink or swim."I agree. In fact this is the
perfect metaphor. If you throw a non-swimmer in deep water, it's not 50/50 as to whether they'll
discover they can do a passable front crawl: they'll either drown or be rescued by dolphins. The
only dolphins in Colombia are the Ebook Libraryian pink river dolphins, and I'm guessing they
don't frequent the dance floors of Bogotá. Not that I'm ever likely to find out.It's not just fear



though – there's a certain amount of reason (or post-hoc justification). Salsa isn't like other
dances – you can't just wing it. It has specific steps, I know that much. But that's all I know. Well,
that and the knowledge that if I were to go, I'd spend the whole evening in a place specifically
designed for dancing, all the while trying desperately not to.Frank doesn't know any salsa,
either, but then he has a distinctly unfair advantage due to his education."It's a big southern thing
called Cotillion," he says.Cotillion is best known as the tradition of introducing debutantes to
society, but it has another meaning, too."It's learning how to be a gentleman and everything.
They teach you how to dance, when to call girls, how to eat. It's basic manners – when to hold
doors..."As a result, Frank learnt the foxtrot, the square-step, swing and other things, though
apparently not salsa. I prattle on again about wishing I could dance, too, so I could join them in
going out, but Frank's not buying it."I think you only really need to know how to keep a beat and
how to hold a girl."I want to be Frank.A couple of years ago, I was flirting with a woman in an
Après-Ski club in Austria. Things were going quite nicely, at least until some random drunkard
came up, barged into our conversation, and asked her for a dance. She hesitated, seemingly not
wanting to dance with him, but nor wanting to appear unreasonable.What I should have done at
this point is clear – I should have just said "Actually, we're going to dance," and whisked her
away. Or whisked him away, instead, just for the laugh. Certainly Frank would have done
something like that. Or offered him a duel – one of the two. But I couldn't whisk her away,
because I couldn't dance, not unless we were going to do that Adam and the ants thing together.
And I could hardly say "I can't dance – so you're not allowed to either!"So instead she went off
and danced with him whilst I watched uselessly from the sidelines. What he was doing was
nothing special – just some generic man-holding-woman type stuff – but it was enough.The story
doesn't end there, though, as the dynamic changed – he blew it by putting his hands in places
that he didn't have permission for. In one clean movement she disposed of him and yanked me
over to join her.At this point you're probably expecting a moment of triumph. But it wasn't – not
really. All that happened was that I held her hands and circled round with her awkwardly, our feet
colliding, our bodies swaying out of time. It was a bit of a mess.Still, that brief physical interaction
– that moment of bodily communication with someone – left me wanting more. It was like eating
an amazing slice of cake for the first time. It gave me the taste for more cake – even if I did get
crumbs all down me – and it made me determined that no man would ever take cake out from
under my nose ever again, or at least not solely for a lack of knowing how to eat it.I love cake.But
I'm never going to reach that stage at this rate. I'm the one guy in the hostel who's come here
specifically to learn how to dance, yet it's me who has chosen to stay in. I seriously need to
address this.Morning arrives in Bogotá, the sunlight smudging the bright colours of La
Candelaria together in a warm cast. Once my fellow hostel dwellers make it out of bed, the
hostel is buzzing with talk of the previous night. Everyone I speak to has had a great time, Frank
included, whereas I just stayed indoors, tapping away on my laptop.This is not good. Before I
came here, I pictured myself dancing my way around the country, entirely reprogramming the
dance part of my brain, and leaving as some kind of expert. But unless I plan to do all of this by



visualisation, telepathy or osmosis, something inside me is going to have to change quite
radically.CHAPTER THREEHot in the CityEveryone's had a salsa lesson at some point in their
lives. There are even Magellanic penguins that have had a single, awkward, never-to-be-
repeated attempt at learning the dance.Cali is known as the salsa capital of the world. It's a
somewhat self-appointed title, but then maybe it's fair enough, because Cali isn't just about
salsa, Cali is salsa. Cut Cali and it bleeds salsa. Get Cali drunk and it vomits salsa. Inflate Cali
and stamp on it and... oh you get the point.Regardless of any debate over the whole 'salsa
capital' business, there's one thing that's indisputable – Cali is the best place in the world to
learn Cali-style salsa. And I'm on a coach headed in that very direction."¡Solo éxitos!" proclaims
a husky, bearded voice. Just hits!I recline in one of the coach's comfortable seats as we head
out through Bogotá's suburbs, Latin music in a variety of still-unidentifiable styles pulsing gently
through the vehicle from the radio.Inter-city travel in Colombia was still a risky activity even just a
few years ago, and night travel in particular was considered a no-no, which must have made
travel in general a tad tricky considering that some point-to-point coach journeys take in excess
of twenty hours. This one is only due to last ten, but I've cleverly waited until midday to leave to
increase the thrill.Soon we're carving up into the hills, my ears popping as we wind up through
wispy clouds that drift in from empty space and tease the asphalt. Big US-style trucks – from the
old and grizzly to the modern and gleaming – strain and grunt their way up with the rest of the
traffic, causing long convoys and inviting the kind of overtaking which is best done with eyes
closed.Occasional spates of buildings huddle together in the high altitude chill, occupying the
narrow hem between the road and the drop-off. Scratchy little open-fronted garages offer
running repairs whilst open-air cafes with a few plastic tables and chairs provide fabulous vistas
back onto to the traffic procession itself.There's also a peculiar abundance of places selling
hand-made furniture."Here you go, sweetheart – a raffia chair!""You've been over the mountains
again, haven't you?"Colombia is a country with some fairly serious terrain, with the most obvious
feature being the Andes. They dominate the country, surging up from Ecuador in the South and
splaying out into three separate cordilleras. Two of these peter out as they near the coast, whilst
the third, showing more of a backpacker mentality, thinks "What the hell – while I'm in the area I
may as well go to Venezuela." The three ranges create two notable valleys – the Cauca and the
Magdalena – each bearing a river of the same name.The journey from Bogotá to Cali has started
with us hauling ourselves out of the cradle of the easternmost Andean chain, and this is our
current endeavour. Next, we'll drop down into the Magdalena valley, sprint across, then scale the
central chain, before collapsing, beaten, in the Cauca valley and dragging our twitching corpses
southwards.I'm probably over-dramatising it. In reality the driver will turn the steering wheel and
operate some foot pedals for a while and then we'll be there. It's certainly a lot quicker and more
comfortable than in colonial times, when such journeys involved traversing treacherous
mountain paths by mule. Some sections were so bad that the transport of choice was literally a
chair attached to someone else's back. The piggy-back fights alone must have been
horrendous.After the promised period of sanity and respite in the valley, it's time to get



mountainous again. My ears pop, pop and pop again as we make our final ascent, circling
upwards in a long, slow train of vehicles, the trucks revealing novelty light arrays as darkness
sets in. The altitude is making me feel a touch queasy, so I open my water bottle and the liquid
practically sprays out from the pressure change.Finally, and with some relief, we breach the high
point of the pass and begin our descent to the valley floor below. We hammer down the final
straight of the Cauca valley in total darkness, the passenger-facing LED speed indicator bleating
out 'ALERTA' as though in warning to the unknown trials that await.This is the dance school? I'm
confused. It just looks like someone's house. I look to the driver of the little yellow taxi who points
at the number above the door.Yep – this is the place.I press the buzzer and wait.Some part of
me doesn't want to learn salsa at all. It's too obvious; too faddish; too much something that
everyone was into ten or more years ago. In some ways it's almost too English. But I don't really
know where else to start: I flew out here with the minimal amount of research and expected it all
to fall into place. Yet in a way, it makes it the perfect starting point – here's an early opportunity to
exorcise some baggage (not to mention unpack some demons).Mind you, from the video clips
I've seen, Cali's brand of salsa bears little resemblance to the lovey-dovey dance I've seen
before. Rather than romantic, it's actually quite funky, being crazy-fast with nimble footwork, like
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers doing a hip-hop routine. I'm not entirely sure that this is what I'm
looking for, but then perhaps what I'm actually looking for is any excuse not to.A woman who
looks in her late thirties or early forties, with dark hair pulled back from her face and strong
eyebrows, lets me in. Her name is Marta and she's going to be my dance teacher. And my first
lesson is due to start any minute now.She leads me up several flights of stairs, my nerves
ratcheting up with each turn. We emerge back outside on a tiled rooftop patio. A perimeter wall
stops people from falling off and dying, whilst a sloping canopy takes the brunt of the sun's
efforts. The view out is one of peaceful treetops, and the soundtrack is the gentle twitter of
birds.It's a serene spot, but it clearly has another purpose: mirrors lean against the low wall on
one side whilst on the other there's a big amplifier, with impressive-looking trophies of couples in
dramatic dance clinches sat atop it. There's only one thing you do up here, and it's not your
laundry. Although it would dry quite quickly, to be fair.The place feels like a hide, which is rather
appropriate given my feelings about learning to dance in public. In fact, the whole thought of
dance classes in general fills me with a strange, unfocussed anxiety, like something genuinely
bad is about to happen. My instincts shout out "YOU REALLY DON'T NEED TO DO THIS." It's a
bit like when I'm about to chat up a girl, except with less simpering.Marta has a confident smile
and walks about with an innate sense of balance. To the accompaniment of string music we start
some slow, elegant stretching. Or rather Marta starts with some slow elegant stretching whilst I
wobble about on one foot trying to match her pretend-flying position, putting myself in grave
danger of featuring in an episode of Air Crash Investigations.She's dressed sensibly for the
occasion, in stretchy leotardy-type stuff, whereas I've come in jeans. I should have just gone the
whole hog and starched them. Still, the one good thing about doing stretching exercises, even in
restrictive clothing, is that we're not dancing. In fact, I could quite happily do stretching exercises



for the entire two hours duration of the class.Marta switches the music on the CD player to
something more appropriate; something more Latin; something that I would just about recognise
as salsa if the person putting it on said "here you go – here's some salsa"."Uno, dos, tres," says
Marta, in time with the music, "cinco, seis, siete." One, two, three. Five, six, seven.I've done
counting before, and I can tell you that this sequence is incomplete. It turns out that the fourth
and eighth beats are like rest beats. I do actually have a decent sense of rhythm – I used to play
drums in the school band – I just don't know what to do with it.Marta starts going forwards and
then backwards in time with the music, prompting me to copy. That's it, now I remember: salsa is
the forwards and backwards dance. Memories of my previous attempts at the dance flash
through my mind; of my forays into salsa hell.Salsa hell, as I define it, is the group lesson where
your view of the teacher is totally obscured by other equally shit dancers. The result is that you
spend your whole time copying other people, who themselves are copying other people, who
are doing it wrong. This isn't salsa – it's that whisper-down-the-line game.Despite my first
attempt being of this ilk, I found the courage to have another go, this time whilst travelling in
Bolivia. Here, the dance teacher approached me through the crowd and suggested that, as I
didn't have a dance partner, I should dance with my thumbs in my belt.A fellow gringo glanced
over at me. "You look gay," he said.This shouldn't have had any impact on me. After all, what's
wrong with looking gay? Or even camp for that matter, which is what I guess he really meant. But
it did. Because instead of thinking "He's only saying that to relieve his own insecurity," I went for
"Do I really look gay?" And thus spent the rest of the lesson scrutising the minutiae of my own
movements. It's not really anything to do with sexuality, it's just self-consciousness, and it's
immobilising.Come the third opportunity to learn salsa – in a nightclub in Eastern Europe – I
looked at the teacher, or rather the obscure part of him that was actually visible, and bailed.This
is why I'm having a one-on-one class, and why I'm happy to be doing it in a suburban location.
There's nobody around to see my mistakes and, unless Marta deliberately hires a load of
misstepping extras to stand between us, I actually stand a chance of making it to a second
lesson.So here I am, going forwards on the uno and then backwards on the cinco in a continuing
cycle. It's not the same as walking though, as the front of your foot touches the ground first. Also
because you don't actually go anywhere.It's only now that the full, true extent of my stiffness
becomes horribly apparent. I doubt very much I look like I'm dancing, as I certainly don't feel like
I am. I feel like an android, and an indecisive one at that. I'm the awkward guy who everyone is
glad they don't dance like. I'm all pressed trousers and tucked-in shirt. I'm your dad. No really –
sorry to break it to you like that.This is just one of a number of basic pasos (steps) that we work
our way through. Others include one where we go from side to side, and another where we spin
away backwards to alternate sides, which feels like it should be accompanied by us saying "ta-
da!" each time.This latter move appears to be one of the hallmarks of Cali-style salsa, whilst
another is giving a little kick forward with a foot whenever you're about to put it backwards – a
little fancy flourish to fill the empty beat. It's a bit like Rosa Klebb in From Russia with Love,
except without the spring-loaded poison-tipped shoe-dagger. Although I suppose that last bit



depends which part of town you're in.We're making progress, but it's hard work in the heat. We
might be in the shade but I sweat my way through the whole first hour, the droplets forming and
trickling down underneath my damnable jeans. And it's not just hydration I'm losing; my
concentration is dropping, too – every single movement of every limb requires intense
thought.All the while, Marta makes it look so easy, prowling around the dance floor with a poise
that gives her a semblance of the feline. She doesn't start chasing herself in the mirrors,
though.With the basics stuck down with chewing gum, if not exactly nailed, Marta decides it's
time for us to start dancing together. She invites me to reach my right hand behind her and onto
her shoulder blade, then rests her arm atop mine, and prompts me to clasp her free hand with
my own."AsÍ," says Marta. Like this.We're suddenly a lot closer. Almost improperly close, in fact.
This can't be right, can it?"¡Buenos días!" says her husband, appearing with some home-made
fruit juice, and giving us both a cheery smile. Good morning!Ah, okay. I guess it is right, then –
I've just got to get used to it. Either that or use special fake arms to extend the distance between
us. But then, as the two hours finally come to an end, there are many things I'm going to have to
get used to. There's quite a lot to this dancing lark, isn't there?With my first lesson done, I leave
the security cage surrounding the ground-floor patio and walk out into the sunshine. Wow, I think
I may have just got through that.Out on the streets of my local barrio, the day has done its
stretching exercises and is now fully warmed up. I take to the narrow pavement to seek out the
narrow band of shade, the multiple layers I was wearing in Bogotá jettisoned as useless in the
breezeless valley heat.With salt encrusted on my temples, I head back to the guest house for a
shower – something of a misnomer given that it's just a cold-water pipe that happens to be high
up. It's a cruel experience first thing in the morning but close to heavenly after being out in the
sun.The world seems a better place now I've taken my first steps on the dance road. And I'm not
going to have to wait long to get some practice – a local girl has approached me via the internet
asking if I'd like to go out to a club with her and some friends.Well why not? It's an early
opportunity to put the Bogotá experience behind me. Besides, it'll be a useful cultural exchange
– they can teach me about salsa, and I can teach them how to stand around in bars looking
awkward. So despite part of my brain squealing with anguish, I do that thing where you force
yourself to click 'send', then spend the rest of the day wondering why the hell you did.I've set up
base in the historic quarter of San Antonio – all wooden shutters, gaily-painted render and
terracotta roof tiles. Ornate metal grills muzzle every window and door of the low buildings,
whilst telegraph cables sally by overhead, creating an intertwined mesh. If you fell on San
Antonio from a height, you'd probably just sproing back up into the air (the usual disclaimers
apply).Some buildings are in a state of elegant decline, whilst others have been spruced up into
bohemian cafes and restaurants. But the barrio still feels lived in: corner shops sell detergent
and toilet roll from behind glass-fronted counters, and lampposts are tattooed with the remnants
of fly posters advertising plumbers and the like.It's a nice place; a calm place. It's also a hilly
place: Cali snuggles up into the eaves of the Andes, with San Antonio rising up on one of the
mountain's foothills. Its grid-system streets battle uphill, reaching a precipitous edge before



spilling away into the adjacent barrios. On-street parking in these parts is only a faulty handbrake
away from a game of skittles, and my thighs are in a near-constant state of tension as I walk
about.The location of many modern-day Colombian cities was determined by the Spanish
conquistadors. Following the 'discovery' of the Americas, they arrived on the continent in large
numbers, charging about like a load of drunken Erasmus students, and founding a bunch of
cities en route.In the 1530s, some of them forged expeditions through Colombia as part of the
hunt to find El Dorado (The Golden One), which was not a city, as myth held it, but in fact a tribal
chief with a penchant for getting covered in gold and going out on a raft on a sacred lake. The
conquistador Sebastian de Belalcázar headed such a group, coming in from Peru in the South
and casually founding the city of Santiago de Cali on the way.The heat of the city doesn't seem
to bother the Caleños, who rarely seem bothered by anything much, and tend to slink about their
city in a relaxed state. Dress is pretty casual here, too: the men wear polo shirts and the
ubiquitous baseball cap, whilst the women combine strappy tops with jeans and keep their hair
tied back out the way.The skin tone of the locals is generally darker here than I witnessed in
Bogotá. In general, Afro-Colombian communities tend to be congregated along the country's
coasts, with Cali being close enough to be an honorary part of that, despite being separated
from the Pacific by a mountain range.Mind you, there's actually a bit of everything here in racial
terms. Colombians' origins fall (mainly) into three distinct groups – African, European and
indigenous – and they're all well represented in this city, with racial mixing having created a
broad spread of skin tones.But then my reason for being here isn't to perform an ethnographic
study of the place – I've come here to dance. Although with the evening getting ever nearer, I'd
happily do a swap.I'm not quite sure what I'm expecting the nightclub to be – perhaps some
upmarket hyper-disco; all neon lights and razzamatazz. Instead it's an intimate little place with a
couple of small dance floors and a parade of small tables and chairs that chase each other
around the outside. It would feel a bit like some little indie club in a provincial English town if the
music wasn't almost entirely salsa.Not many people are up and dancing when I arrive, but
there's still a clear difference with the clubs back home. This is nothing like Wigan Pier nightclub
where I (mis)spent my youth, throwing my long hair (and long limbs) around to the Pixies. There
I, and everybody else, danced apart. Here everyone is dancing in couples. If you danced on your
own here you'd look like an idiot.The venue's low ceilings seem to compact the tonking
percussion and jazzy instrumentation, making it even denser. Walls are painted in bold splashes
of blue and yellow, with prints referencing Cuba, New York and FANIA records. There are also
black and white headshots of some cool-looking people, who I presume to be famous salsa
musicians. It's either that or I've wandered into a hairdresser's.Salsa music was developed in the
1960s and 1970s by Cuban and Puerto Rican immigrants in New York. It took its inspiration from
a number of Cuban genres, themselves a mixture of European and African styles, and
generated a huge following right across Latin America. It has since spread all over the world,
splintering into subgenres and spawning a global dance scene that everyone has participated in
at least once, Magellanic penguins included.I join my new companions at a table by the dance



floor – they're a quiet bunch, and conversation seems hard to come by.All the way to the club, I'd
been thinking "Uno, dos, tres..." and picturing myself dancing for fear of forgetting the moves, the
memory of which seemed extremely delicate. But now I'm here it looks like I needn't have
worried – no-one in our group is doing any dancing. I suspect this is because all three men in the
group are foreigners, and the girls think (well, know) that we'll be rubbish. This is fine by me – I
sip from a bottle of water and watch as the casual shoes and trainers smudge the floor-space in
time with the music.At least any sense of footwear stress I might have had has been resolved. In
preparation for the trip, I bought a pair of suede-soled dance shoes. Wearing these for a lesson
was obviously going to be okay, but what about nights out? If you're going to a dance club, were
you meant to wear dance shoes?I couldn't just wear them on the way – I've not come here to de-
lint the streets of Cali – but nor did I want to carry them with me and thus have to lace them up,
grandly, on the edge of the dance floor before dancing like an idiot. In the end, I decided to just
leave them. It was the right decision – my well-worn old-school trainers make a good match with
most of the other footwear on parade.My grandad on my dad's side had a similar call to make
during the Second World War. Based in Richmond for his duties in the armed forces, he liked to
frequent the nearby Hammersmith Palais for a bit of dance-floor action. In that era, it was
obligatory to carry your gas mask with you at all times, so he'd duly go out with his holder slung
about his neck. Then, on arrival, he'd pop it open and pull out his dance shoes. It's hard to fault
his dedication, although he'd have looked well breathing heavily into a shoe had there been a
gas attack."Now's not the time for that kind of thing!"Back in Cali, I'm staying safely in the bunker
with my head down. Becoming increasingly self-conscious at my own lack of action, I start
talking to the US ex-pat next to me. I tell him why I'm here and he has a fairly obvious question
for me in response – why don't I just get up there and dance?The honesty of my response takes
even me by surprise."I'm terrified."It's true – I am. I don't know exactly what it is I'm terrified of. I
mean, how wrong can it go? It's not like I'm doing a Bedouin sword dance, where I could
accidentally slay everyone in my vicinity just through basic ineptitude."Sorry!"I sit watching a
gyrating couple on the dance floor, kidding myself that I'm studying their technique. The longer I
leave it, the harder it's going to get. Another ten minutes passes, and the very real danger begins
to emerge that I'll leave the club not having attempted a single dance.Damn it. I've just got to go
for it, haven't I?A freshly-spun track starts up. I steady myself, take a couple of breaths, and go
over to the girl who invited me out."¿Quieres bailar conmigo?" Do you want to dance with me?
It's the point of no return – you can't really add "Only joking!" and bail out. Not least because it
makes no sense as a joke."Yes, why not?"The walk is mercifully short. Within moments, I'm
standing opposite her, unmoving, with one hand on her back and the other clasping her own
hand. A few moments later, I'm still standing opposite her. I'm trying to mentally fit the numbers
to the music, and my feet to the numbers. Okay, right – I've got it. Now all I need to do is push off
on 'one', and here it comes.Oops, missed it.It's okay – here it comes again!Oops, missed it
again.Finally, just when it seems like we might end up spending the whole song stood still, I
catch it, and we're away. Forwards and backwards we go. Then again. And then again. It might



be repetitive, but I'm dancing, dammit. Well, if you can call repeated changes of direction
dancing.I've just decided – you can."Otro paso," says my partner, gazing off into space. Another
step.Changing step as a novice dancer is a bit like changing gear as a novice driver. You can't
just go ahead and do it – it requires advanced planning, maybe even a short meeting. But,
cumbersome as I am, and with a few bars preparation, I eventually manage it. I successfully
grind out the whole song in this awkward, rudimentary way."You did it!" says the ex-pat as I arrive
heroically back at my seat.He's right. I danced salsa and it was just really boring rather than
embarrassing. I didn't decapitate anyone, and whilst I probably still dance like a twat, there are
surely bigger ones.If I keep racking up the milestones like this, I'll have delivered a baby and
performed an unaccompanied spacewalk by the end of the week.Nice one.Cali is a hot city and
a sticky city, but more than anything else it's a noisy city. Day and night, the nearby dual
carriageway hums with battered old sedans, brand new 4x4s and swarms of little yellow taxis.
Cars whump across its concrete sections and busetas (microbuses) battle their way up and
down the thoroughfare.Even on the back streets, there's a constant buzz: televisions broadcast
out onto the streets through the ubiquitous window grills, incessant chatter fills cheap cafes, and
ice-cream handcarts tour the neighbourhood emitting a version of Beethoven's Für Elise that
maddeningly never breaks out of the piece's first movement.Then there's the Latin music, which
infuses itself everywhere. It's the soundtrack to every taxi you take, it accompanies you as you
walk round the supermarket and it provides a natural rhythm to your chewing in cafes.Come
night time, the heat of the day has gone and the noise has pretty much gone with it. The netting
in my room blows gently inwards, else gets sucked back against the window bars, and the
silence of darkness is broken only by the pea-whistle of a vigilante (security guard) patrolling his
beat.Vigilantes are easy to recognise. Invariably men, they generally hang about on street
corners – perhaps sat on a chair – wielding some formidable piece of wood. They don't dress
like Batman, but they can still look quite menacing and some of them are quite unkempt. In fact
the first time I saw one I thought he was a mugger and skirted around him at a distance.Kidnap
and murder rates may be down but street crime is still commonplace and hence so are the
vigilantes, who are paid for by local residents and business-owners. In one part of Cali I even
spot an academía de vigilantes (security guard school), which surprises me as the job doesn't
seem all that varied."This morning we're going to be looking at how to hit someone repeatedly
with a wooden baton. Any questions?""What do we do with the whistle?""We'll look at that in the
afternoon."I ask one vigilante what Cali is like for thieves. He tells me that they're everywhere,
before launching into a list of synonyms: "Ladrones... muchachos de la calle...
gérmenes..." (Thieves... street boys... germs...). I think he said gérmenes, though it could have
been gamines (street urchins). Either way, I don't think he likes them.I wouldn't make a good
vigilante: I sleep right through a big kerfuffle with a burglar at a nearby property. A fellow guest-
house dweller tells me they heard weeping and assumed it was the owner, but that it turned out
to be the burglar himself – the owner had caught him and given him something to think
about.Even with vigilantes about I know I have to be careful: in a city like Cali the safety levels



can vary dramatically from barrio to barrio. But whilst this might bother me back home, I'm not
actually thinking about it too much – I'm more preoccupied with my dance mission.Marta has
told me that when I've finished with the five classes that I've arranged, I'm expected to do a
clausura. Which is fine, except... what's a clausura?It's a graduation dance, she tells me, and it's
obligatory.I don't like the sound of this – why can't I just learn some stuff quietly, on my own, and
then go away again? Besides, it seems a bit rich to be allowed to graduate having attended such
a meagre number of classes. Mind you, they gave me an IT degree so I probably shouldn't
complain.In order to see what I've let myself in for, Marta has invited me to witness a clausura
taking place at the main studio of her dance school. The place consists of one main room that
opens up straight off the street, with only a wooden counter preventing pedestrians and stray
animals from wandering onto the dance floor.I walked past the school during the day and
decided it was the street-est thing I'd ever seen. People in mismatched clothes practised
opposite wall-mounted mirrors, fans blowing down from above. There was clearly no messing
about here; no pretence; no "let's chat about dance over a skinny latte". You come here? You
graft; you sweat; you dance. It was how I'd imagine some rough-ass boxing gym in New York to
be.Indeed, it was this atmosphere that made me choose Marta's school in the first place: I
watched from the street, impressed, and decided that this was exactly what I wanted. Then
promptly booked my set of special, secret classes based miles away.Now, on the evening of the
clausura, the venue has taken on more of a show-time feel. We're part of an audience of about
ten or fifteen people sat on a chorus-line of chairs with our backs to the street, a palm tree gently
bowing in the sultry night sky behind us. There's a slight rumble of traffic from the main
thoroughfare and salsa is uno-dos-tres-ing its way out of the PA system."They play the music
faster here," says the man sat next to me. "This isn't meant to be played at this speed."He's from
Buenaventura – a city that played an important role in Cali's musical development. By 1917, two
important new trade infrastructures were complete: the Panama Canal, linking the Pacific to the
Atlantic, and a local railway linking Cali to the Pacific coast at Buenaventura. Suddenly Cali was
something of a global trading hub.The regular influx of sailors meant there was also an influx of
stuff from the places they'd visited along the way, with records, and even exotic dance moves,
amongst them. This exciting foreign music first appeared in the bars and brothels of
Buenaventura's red-light district, spreading from there to Cali and mainstream society.Cuban
music was a particular favourite amongst Caleños, so when salsa appeared it gained a strong
hold and the city took it on as its own. It's perhaps not unlike the influence of black US soul
music in the early 1970s on my home town of Wigan, and the north of England in general, where
a whole 'northern soul' scene sprang up, with a funky style of dancing to boot.Come the 1990s,
a prospering drug industry helped to bankroll the appearance in Cali of salsa's biggest names,
cementing the genre's appeal. Not that Cali doesn't have its own, local flavour – they like it fast
here, even if that means speeding it up themselves."It sounds like Donald Duck!"I think he
actually means Mickey Mouse, which is just as well: learning salsa is stressful enough without
someone quacking at you in high-speed Spanish.Several couples are due to perform tonight.



The women are dressed in leotards with skin-coloured cut-outs, and the kind of sparkly makeup
that you wouldn't wear to work. Well, unless you work as an actor in a science fiction series. The
men also look pretty dandy – all stretchy trousers and shirts with over-sized sequined
collars.The first couple present themselves to the audience in a self-assured 'we're going to
dance for you' kind of way. Then the music begins and, without even waiting several bars to find
where 'one' is, they commence: feet kicking charged air; arms going over heads; bodies
spinning.The speed and intricacy of their movements is mesmerising, as is the audacity: one
minute the woman is engaging in a dizzying sequence of pirouettes, the next the man's twirling
her effortlessly about his head. It's flashy and elaborate, but delivered with total control. At one
point, she goes round and round his body like it's a helter-skelter, eventually surfacing at ground
level between his legs. She doesn't say "Wheeeeeee!", but she should.Marta gets everyone
clapping to build up the excitement and atmosphere, but it's almost unnecessary. How could you
not be wowed by this? I'd like to say they're much better than me, but it doesn't even feel like
we're engaged in the same pursuit."Te toca la próxima," someone leans over to tell me. Your turn
next."You are capable."Marta is calling out the different pasos from the sidelines and I have to
switch between them without stopping. The reason for her reassurance is because I keep getting
it wrong. I either mess up, or I screw up or I simply do it badly. This is clearly simple stuff, yet my
standard couldn't be further from the clausura if I took it on a plane with me and flew home.I
mean, it's good that I've got this test ahead of me to focus my mind, but it means that I actually
really need to learn how to dance salsa, and fast. In both senses. Especially as I've only got
three classes left after this one. The pressure is definitely on.At least I've come dressed more
comfortably this time, although my limited wardrobe means I'm sporting a combination of khaki
shorts and dainty black dance shoes. I'm only a cap away from looking like a 1950s
schoolboy.We press on with the pasos, with Marta noting that I keep dropping my hands by my
side as I dance. She has a ready-made solution – a white plastic rod I have to hold in front of me
as I dance. It quickly takes on the sense of a flotation device in a swimming pool – the worse I
do, the more tightly I grip on to it – but I'm floundering even with it. This is ridiculous. I'm not even
close.Even if I could get it right, it's not exactly something you could showcase at a
clausura."Just wait until you see this guy going forwards and backwards in a line!"The frustration
mounts, and I start blurting out excuses every time I screw up. It would seem that I can happily
come to dance classes looking like an idiot, but I can't accept a mistake in my footwork without
stopping and explaining why it happened.Marta takes me to one side – or rather she would do if I
wasn't already stood to one side (that's a sideways paso joke). Getting it wrong is okay, she says
– I'll make mistakes all the time on the dance floor. The most important thing is that I just carry
on.The problems certainly aren't letting up, and they continue apace when we come together to
practise as a couple, meaning Marta has to issue a stream of verbal corrections as we
go."¡Firme el brazo!" she tells me. Firm up your arm!Don't lift your foot! Stand up straight! Look at
me, not the floor! Stop grinding your teeth!Despite the problems, we keep pressing over
onwards, with Marta deciding it's time to add some simple vueltas (turns) to my repertoire. If we



can call it that.This comes with the added element of the whole male-lead thing. Not only do I
have to dance for myself, Marta explains, I also have to coordinate my partner. This translates to
giving her signals and giving her a gentle shove at the appropriate moment. I'm musician and
conductor all at the same time – as if there wasn't enough going on.Putting Marta through a turn
is easy: I just direct her with my hands and away she goes, turning with perfect equilibrium. But
every time I try to do a turn myself, I lose my balance and career off wildly in the direction of the
balcony."This is your partner," Marta says, pointing to a nearby satellite dish, "– look for your
partner."She doesn't tell me to wink at it, but then there are some things a man just knows to do
instinctively.For a long time it seems like I'm wasting my time, uselessly buffing the tiles with my
suede soles whilst the birds all chirp insults. But finally, a long way in, things start coming
together. The mistakes grow fewer and the corrections naturally follow. It all comes together in
time for us to put together a tricky sequence in which we both turning successively, one after the
other."Not good," says Marta with a smile. "Really good!"I walk up the hilly backstreets full of
endorphins, the rhythms still skipping through my mind. I went and did that thing I was scared of
– again! – and I'm feeling impervious. I'm also feeling hungry.Fortunately, lunch is the main meal
of the day in Colombia, and quantity is never a problem. I sit in one of my local tiled-floor cafes
whilst steam wafts up from the bowl in front of me – a broth-like soup with potatoes and sweet
corn. Outside, the sound of Für Elise rises in volume then gradually dissipates back to
nothing.Like I said, lunch is big. As well as the soup, you get a drink and a main dish, consisting
of a centrepiece of meat surrounded by rice, potatoes and beans. It's also good value, rarely
costing more than 5,000 pesos (US$2.50; £1.67). But there's a problem, and it's quite a simple
one – it just doesn't have much flavour. It's not like it's bad food or anything – the ingredients are
good quality – it's just that they just cook it, and then it's cooked and that's that. Chicken, for
instance, is just chicken, cooked on hotplate. It's then served up surrounded by the regular
staples.Staple foods are so called because you might as well staple them to your hard palate
since they're all you're likely to be tasting for the duration of your stay in a country. The food they
eat here is certainly traditional – the diet of modern Colombians is similar to that of their pre-
Columbian ancestors – and if I ate it once or twice a week it would be fine. But it's inescapable,
and eating it on a daily basis is wearing. I mean, I like Für Elise, too, in theory.I'm seriously
considering sneaking in my own herbs and spices. As it is, I settle for clinking about with a spoon
in the little glass bowl of ají, heaping on as much of the thin, chilli-based salsa as I can
reasonably get away with. If I can't have flavour, I'll have to go for heat."Foreigners always love
the chilli!" says the café owner.Yeah, why is that?Also, the whole issue in general would be that
bit easier to digest if it weren't for the question that so often follows."¿Le gusta?" Do you like it?
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abj, “Culture of Columbia. The book, "Dancing Feat" trip of many towns in Columbia, shown
mainly through their dance schools and various dance events, about the such fineness of its
people as well as the many challenges that life in Colubia presents. This marvelous book has a
glossary as well asa bibliography, since the author wants to keep valid what he mentions with
literary license about past and current events. Sensationalism was not his goal. The author in his
last pages reminds the reader as they have joined him via dance through the country of
Columbia that he learned much beside Columbian dance steps and he had become better able
to change negative thinking to positive thinking and he was no longer perceived as a "twat"
when he returned home to his beloved country Britain.”

K G, “Interesting, funny, book that will make you want to shake your bottom. Dancing Feat will
spur feelings of both wanderlust and dancerlust (new word I just made up that means "will make
you want to dance"). I know I'm biased because Neil is a friend, but I highly recommend this
book to travelers (and/or dancers). Especially, of course, for prospective travelers to Colombia.”

Ferdinand Peters, “colombian dance adventure. I love this book!!! It keeps you Reading, has a lot
of humor and he discribes Colombia and her amazing people exacly how they are! Hope this
book soon will come OUT in spanish because i would love to give it to my colombian dance
teachers!!!”

K. Burman, “Recommended. What a great book! Much better than the usual Kindle cheapies.
Thoroughly recommended if you're interested in dance or Colombia, but also very funny book in
it's own right if you like the British style of self deprecating humour”

Kasia Woclaw, “... my job and travel to Columbia to experience the joy, laughter. Reading this
book made me want to quit my job and travel to Columbia to experience the joy, laughter, smells
and taste of this country! :)”

Marcin, “Five Stars. Amazing, super funnnnnny! Worth every pennny!:)”

SLS, “Five Stars. This book was very humorous in a witty style that I found absolutely charming.”

manchester maz, “Informative, interesting but most of all hilarious.. Once you get over the rather
annoying Americanisms (someplace instead of somewhere, out the door rather than out of....)
and the habit of saying sat instead of sitting, stood instead of standing, this is a very compelling
read. Maybe I'm just being pedantic because I really did enjoy the book. There are some real
howlers in there which made me laugh out loud and that doesn't happen very often. It does give
a little taster of life in Colombia which actually made me want to learn more about South



American culture. As someone with two left feet and not remotely interested in dance, has this
book made me want to go out and learn ? Has it inspired me to start watching 'Strictly come
Dancing'? - No. Neither has it given me the inclination to go and visit Colombia, but what it has
done is made me want to read more from this author and I hope there will be another book
soon.  I think this would make a good Christmas present and would thoroughly recommend it.”

F. Villarroel, “Epic dancing book. Dancing Feat tells of the great quest taken on by Neil, a British
man with a mission: go to Colombia and learn how to move and dance like a Colombian. Many
hilarious adventures ensue as Neil travels all across Colombia, meet its people and culture while
challenging his own demons as he battles to master himself and the many dances.The book
itself is equal parts travel guide, Colombian cultural study, dance epic, and a beginners dance
diary, mixed with copious amounts of British humor. Somehow by the end, you realize that the
epicness of the quest was just a side note to the journey itself.”

Philip Perrett, “Dance like a Columbian. I remember Neil from salsa classes a few years back.
Resolutely tee total and a writer he said. So this book is about a tee total writer touring round
increasingly obscure parts of Columbia learning increasing obscure dances. What makes the
book is Neil’s immense bravery at going to all sorts of places and his intense Englishness at
trying to learn to dance like a Colombian. Plus some occasionally hilarious anecdotes about
donkeys and coming of age.”

Mrs JMC, “Funny and endearing book about travel and dance.. Funny from the outset with little
nuggets of information tucked away here and there about the country's past, this book really
helps to build an idea of what the country is like from a really unusual point of view. As someone
who doesn't dance very well, I have to say that I found myself cringing along with events, and
wanting to hide on the sidelines as others danced.I had no idea there was even so much you
could learn about dancing in one country- or that it could be described in text, but this book was
a joy to read.”

Big Al, “Read, enjoy, and dance. Unmissable! A beacon of inspiration for all wannabe dancers.
This book is a hilarious and well written account of one man's fears, trials and triumphs on a
journey from his initiation as a dancing novice, through body numbing practice, perseverance
and a lot of fun; to dancing excellence. It is also a delightful travelogue filled with amusing and
entertaining anecdotes encapsculating the wonders of Colombia and the culture and social
milieu of its people as perceived by the author, his many Columbian friends, and fellow travellers
he met along the way. I found the culminating chapters in which the author plans, rehearses and
presents his own dance show particularly erm.........moving.  Read, enjoy, and dance!.”

The book by Neil Bennion has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 35 people have provided feedback.
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